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How do we fit all of this in one sea? 

By CAREFUL PLANNING and trying to REDUCE NEGATIVE IMPACTS.

What do we need in order to accomplish this? 

We need GOOD INVENTORIES during the EIA project.



WHAT SHOULD BE DONE AND HOW?

-The end product of a good underwater biological inventory should be a comprehensive

knowledge of the benthic fauna, flora and habitats in the project area

-Good theam maps describing the area

-Not just point data

-Especially not only point data from the future mill sites because these areas will

be destroyed and then no information of the rest of the area will be left!

-Scuba diving is also needed! Video footage only is not enough!

-All species can not be identified from the videos, and some of the species may not

show on video

-Video data is good background data for planning scuba inventories to most interesting

/ difficult sample sites

-Habitat maps are recommended end products, or at least recognizing the different habitats

in the area



WHAT SHOULD BE DONE FIRST?

-Find out all possible data from the area

-Bathymetry and topography

-Geology

-Biology

-What species should and should not be found in the area

-Are there any previous underwater inventories to the area or nearby areas?

-Special features in the area?

-Possible habitat maps?

HOW THE INVENTORIES SHOULD BE DONE?

-Video/ROV, scuba and benthic fauna samples should be planned so that they cover all depth

zones in the project area

-Video or ROV can be used at deeper sample points (below vegetation zone, unless there are

reef building sponges or corals or other large sessile animals that need to be taken into

consideration)

-Scuba diving should be used for more spesific inventories and sampling

-Vegetation inventories should be done during the best growth season or before the end of it

-If there is very large seasonal variation at the vegetation cover, it should be covered as

well

-If there is a national underwater inventory program, it would be advisable to use the same

methodology



FISHES AND FISHERIES

-Who owns the water area?

-Who fishes at the project area?

-Commercial fishing?

-Recreational fishing?

-What methods are used?

-How much is the annual fishing yeald? Should it be compensated?

Fish stock

-Breeding (suspended sediments in the water column, extraction of sediment, noise)

-Spawning grounds and their extent

-Spawning migration and spawning time

-Fish egg survival

-Fish larvae (suspended sediments in the water column)

-Extent of fish larvae habitat

-Larval production of important fish species

-Fish larvae survival

-Young and adults (suspended sediments in the water column, noise, magnetic fields

from electric cables)

-Migration

-Behaviour

-Growth

-Mortality rate

-Fish stock strength



Routes of migrant fish should also be considered, as well as the spawning areas. 
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Step 1: Get a bathymetry map of the area

Step 2: Calculate the procentages of different depth

zone areas of the whole project area

Step 3: Plan your sample points

using random stratification at the 

depth zones



Plan enough dive points if the area is shallow and there is dense vegetation



Why leave some areas without

sampling? Cover the whole

area.



Plan sediment and benthic samples well – here some are outside the project area and some

on land (or at least learn to draw your maps properly ☺ )



Don’t plan to put sample points to 

”stupid” places that will not be

affected in any way



Benthic fauna can best be described with BBI-index (brachis water benthic index) maps or

eutrophication maps and a species list. A species list will not tell anything without an 

explanation, though!



It would be good to produce habitat maps, either continuous maps or at least point maps





Modelling and modelled

maps should give a 

comprehensive picture of 

the area – poit data is 

often difficult to use, 

especially for decision

makers, who are not

biologists and who don’t

have the background data. 

Modelled maps are also

better for trying to define

sites for the individual

wind mills.





Bad examples from EIAs in the Bay of Bothnia 2008-2011

”There is no Fucus in the area because there is no hard bottom for it to grow on.”

- This area is 200 km north from the northernmost limit of Fucus distribution range and 

there should definitely not be any Fucus, no matter what the bottom type is ☺

-In the same EIA the consult had identified filamentous algaes Pilayella littoralis ja 

Ectocarpus siliculosus from video footage:

- these two species can only be identified by microscope

- Pilayella is a spring species and the videos were taken in September

- Ectocarpus has never been found in the Bay of Bothnia before



Bad examples from EIAs in the Bay of Bothnia 2008-2011

No vegetation

Possible vegetation



EIA report:

Another consult did scuba inventories in the 

same area.

”Of the sample points, 17 did not have any

vegetation. 22 sample points had very scarce, 

fluffy vegetation on top of rocks. Vascular

plants were not found in any of the sample

points.”
Inventory was done taking drop-

video footage at future wind mill

sites

RT





Answers to questions

- Which approaches / guidelines are used

for investigation of marine species and 

habitats within offshore infrastucre EIA?

Finland has various guidebooks for doing the 

EIA and interpriting the laws and regulations

”Nature inventories and assessing the 

impacts on nature – for planning, EIA and 

Natura-assessments”



”Planning for windmill

building”

”Offshore windmill park

effects on shore fishes, 

birds and mammals –

literature review”

”Applying environmental

law in wind farm planning”



”Impact assessment in land use

planning”

”Guidelines for environmental

impact assessment”



-What are methods used for investigation of marine species and habitats? Are they

sufficient for EAI needs?

Video, scuba and sampling, modelling for end results.

These methods produce sufficient data if used together and enough sampling is done, but

this is not always what happens.

-Which are most problematic issues during biodiversity related EAI investigations

(methods, data gaps, assessment time and replicability)?

Many consults do the investigations as cheaply and quickly as possible – data is not good, 

there is not enough of it, the methods are not the right ones, the sampling is not done at 

the right time of year and so that it would cover the whole area. Good investigations cost a 

lot of money.

-What should be improved in the EIA requirements and approaches for species / 

habitats? What new methods for assessing species and habitats shall be introduced for 

EIA?

There should be strict guidelines for what data should be collected and what methods to 

use – now everything is left to the consults. Interpriting the EIA law is left to the consults, 

guidelines only say the ”investigations should give SUFFICIENT data for assessing the 

impacts”. Everybody understands ”sufficient” in a different way.



-What are general findings about possible impacts on species and habitats?

Negative effects on fish spawning areas (suspended sediments, change of sediment

at spawning area, loss of spawning area), possible negative effects on fish

migration through magnetic fields on electric cables, wind mill plans cover a large

procentage of shallow productive areas (Bay of Bothnia productive layer is only

about 8 m deep and most of this is now under wind mill farm project plans – how

will this effect the whole sea?). Reef effect may be one positive effect, attracting

fish to the area.



Thank you for your interest!
Comments? Questions?

Essi.Keskinen@metsa.fi


